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WOMEN ARE AT THE
CENTRE OF LEFT UNITY

We must fight gender bias in all its
forms, whether in the media, the
workplace or in everyday life.

Bianca Todd Women have historically been

at the forefront of the workers’
movement and we must continue
that tradition. The war for gender
equality is far from over, and it is
our job to be in those battles supporting women’s struggles.

The first indication that Left Unity
is different from most other left
wing parties started from the first
national meeting where a commitment to women comprising
at least 50% of its leadership was
It seems not a week goes by that
agreed.
we don’t hear of women being
I am proud to say that Left Unity is sexually harassed in politics. Left
committed to gender equality en- Unity cannot and will not stand
suring that woman are equally rep- for this, we will condemn it, and
resented and have a safe environ- oppose it at every turn.
ment for them to air their views. It
has displayed a commitment that
the female voice is heard and that
women do not feel that men will
dominate the debate.
The role of women in Left Unity is
integral to our success, we need to
be ahead of all the other parties in
gender representation and equality. Not only this but we need to
be at the forefront of the women’s
movement, in campaigns and activities, so that we are not sidelined. We experience many prejudices in our everyday life largely
ignored by the mainstream parties.
How do we stand any chance of
building a movement if we do
not facilitate the political development and safety of our female
members?

WOMEN AND THEIR
FORGOTTEN POLITICAL
VOICES
Jade Hope

Women have been ignored in political history and men argue that
women have only recently become involved on a mass scale.
They claim this is because women did not receive the vote until
1918, and then only women over
30. Even now women are pushed
away from the political sphere
or intimidated when they take a
stand. However just because we
did not have the vote, does not
Women in Left Unity then are per- mean that we were silent until the
haps the most important part of Pankhursts came along.
the recipe for our success, it is only In fact women from all backwith the hard work, dedication grounds have always been politiand commitment of the women cally active. Upper class women
involved that we stand a chance campaigned on behalf of their
of wider success. We must support family and the Duchess of Devonour female members whenever shire is often given credit for Fox
they need it, in whatever form winning his electoral seat in 1784.
that might take, provide an en- She campaigned rigorously devironment free of the prejudices spite the threats she received, the
of the capitalist world. Left Unity press arguing that she was betrayshould become then synonymous ing her sex.
with women’s liberation, and we
should have an unwavering com- But not only upper class women
mitment to uphold the ideals we had an impact on politics. Female led campaigns such as the
were founded upon.
abolition of slavery, anti-corn law
league, prison and education reA promise that women will be form and the sati abolition were
at the heart of the organisation, extremely successful. Indeed, upis the right thing to do. Women per class women often needed
remain the centre of commu- support from the lower classes.
nities, they are at the centre of Mary, Countess of Strathmore
Left Unity. 
married Andrew Robinson Bowes,

and he won his seat in 1780 despite the fact that it was public
knowledge that he beat his wife.
The only group that protested
against Bowes’ treatment of his
wife were women from Newcastle,
linking the treatment of his wife to
his corrupt political methods.
Middle and working class women
throughout history have often
formed and involved themselves
in debating societies. These societies were extremely important.
They allowed women to associate together and learn to speak in
public, and raise the question of
the female franchise giving women the confidence to take part in
politics. The societies would produce pamphlets, petition, and
group together to boycott products such as sugar in the antislavery campaign. Many women
began to follow this example.
Working class women were part
of the rituals that surrounded the
elections process. There was also
the Chartist movement in which
women created their own independent group. The importance
of female influence is undeniable,
and without it the social side of
politics would not exist.
Since gaining the vote, women
have had many successful campaigns. But the battle is not over,
we still need equal pay and to
banish everyday sexism such as
page 3. I believe that Left Unity
can provide a political voice for
women where we are prepared to
stand up in solidarity for what we
deserve. 
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afford the up to £5,000 demanded.
Pregnant women travelling to
Britain and Ireland can be challenged at the airport about their
intentions for maternity care and
myths are peddled about the
numbers involved. Left Unity protests these charges because we
are concerned about the following:
children means that those
with more children will obtain lower levels of benefits
forcing the rationing of food and
other essential items.

capitalist economic system. As a result, it is underpaid in the marketplace relative to the social contribution
of these jobs. Finally, since our
incomes are lower, our pensions
are lower; our greater longevity
means that we essentially will live
longer in poverty.

AUSTERITY: WORSENING
THE DOUBLE BURDEN
FOR WOMEN
Susan Pashkoff
Women are not only required
for physical reproduction of the
next generation; we are primarily
responsible for rearing and caring for the young, infirm and elderly. Our responsibilities mean
we have discontinuous working
lives that, irrespective of laws ensuring equal pay for equal work,
mean we are often lower paid. We
are over represented in part-time
employment, by
definition lower paid, due to
our caring and
household responsibilities.

Finally, local councils are cutting
provision of victim support services for domestic and sexual violence and citizens advice bureaux
making it far harder for individuals to fight the attacks. 

The creation of the public sector
led to many traditional women’s
jobs being socialised; as a result,
more women than men are working in the public sector. Sixty-five NHS CHARGES PUTTING
percent of public sector workers
PREGNANT MIGRANT
are women, and almost a quarter
WOMEN IN DANGER
of working women are in public
sector jobs in Britain. Funding
Felicity Dowling
cutbacks, wage and job freezes,
changes to pensions in the public sector invariably impact more “Women are running away from
upon women.
antenatal units to avoid costs,
putting their babies’ – and their
Rather than force bosses to pro- own – lives at risk, charity warns”
vide higher wages, the welfare (Guardian)
state supplemented incomes. Given our predominance in part-time Only in the crazy world of the
and temporary labour and lower Tory ideology does it not matincomes, the destruction of the ter if women die in childbirth or
welfare system will impact wom- children suffer injury at birth. The
en harder as we are more depend- searing pain for the mother and
ent upon benefits to cover living child, the grief of families, the ripexpenses.
ples of damage run across all society. Men are widowed, children
Provision for child-care and child orphaned, elderly parents left
tax-credits are decreasing and without support. The injured baby
harder to access (instead of 80% needs huge medical support.
of child care paid for working 16
hours,
women Charging migrant women for macan now only get ternity services highlights issues
70% if working 24 on which we must take a stand or
hours); women see a sinkhole open, one that will
may stop working consume the NHS.
as they cannot afford childcare or Migrant women, looking for work
get 8 more hours of work. Wom- or fleeing world-wide upheavals
en account for 92% of lone parent and war, are those who will be hit
households with dependent chil- by this. And even those married
dren and they are feeling the im- to British men are not excused. Alpact of the cuts especially in hous- though migrant charges were first
ing benefit and the Bedroom Tax. introduced 2 years ago they are to
Limiting child benefit to only two be extended. Few will be able to

Mothers are foregoing
eating to provide for
their children

Moreover, ’traditional women’s
work’ (nursing, caring for the infirm and elderly, childcare, education, cleaning, cooking, clerical work) is still a segregated job
market, viewed as low skilled and
undervalued in the context of the

Mothers are foregoing eating to
provide for their children. Rising
use of food banks is clear evidence
of attacks on incomes of the working class. Cuts to independent living and disabled living allowance
mean women will pick up caring
responsibilities formerly provided
by the state.

• The danger to the health of
both the women and their babies and the life chances of those
babies, who may need lifelong
care if the woman cannot afford
the charges;
• Social services and health care
should be for everyone. Migrants
are working people doing tough,
low paid, and essential jobs;
• That the systems of payment
set up to take money from migrant women will be used to
pilot charging every NHS user,
the end of free treatment at the
point of need;
• The discrimination based on
ethnic or national origin;
• Migrant women workers are
amongst the lowest paid and
least able to afford these charges;
• The long term cost in pain, suffering and the financial cost of
remedial treatment if necessary
treatment is not given in a timely
way;
We support every woman’s right
to the best available maternity
care based on need, not ability to
pay. We support the campaign of
the Maternity Alliance. In Africa
maternity services for women are
hardest hit, and deliberately so as
part of restructuring imposed by
Western financial institutions. The
strategy of targeting women first
in cuts and the break up services
is effective.
We call on women’s groups and
unions at local, national and
international levels to actively
support the right to free maternity care. We call on local and
national TUCs to support this
campaign. A national demonstration against charging and
privatisation in the NHS would
get a huge response. We support campaigns of direct action to prevent the implementation of charges and around
the defence of local hospitals
and NHS services. We call
on trade unions to make
common cause with
the women involved
and organisations
challenging
this. 

VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN: SOME
HORRIFYING STATISTICS
Heather Downs

Prosecutions of domestic violence
fell by 17.4% last year because
of cuts to police budgets. On average, 230 women were turned
away from refuges every day in
2011 for lack of spaces. Three
women a week kill themselves
because of trauma resulting from
domestic violence. The former
DPP has criticised the lack of support for victims after two women
killed themselves after rape trials
ended in acquittal.

There is a widespread belief that
we have achieved equality – but a
brief overview of the extent of violence against women shows that
belief is an illusion. From all backgrounds and all cultures, from the
cradle to the grave, women’s lives
There are 3,000 ‘honour crimes’
are blighted by violence.
against women every year, often
One in 5 women over 16 have not recorded correctly by police.
been raped or sexually assaulted, Eighty-five percent of women asynearly half a million every year. lum seekers have been raped or
Fearing they will not be believed tortured.
only 15% report to the police. Recent reports show the police have Forty-eight percent of women in
manipulated the figures to im- prostitution have suffered physiprove their apparent clear-up rate. cal or sexual violence from cliOnly about 6% of recorded rapes ents and they are 18 times more
likely than the
result in congeneral popuviction.
lation to be
murdered. The
Ninety percent
Merseyside
of sexual vioModel of polence is comlicing dramatimitted by men
cally improves
known to their
safety but is
victim. About
not practiced
8% of men
in
all
areas.
Women
need specialist
admit having sex with someone
they knew to be unwilling. Violent services to have a genuine choice
men kill 2 women a week. One in 4 to exit prostitution.
women suffer domestic violence,
about 8% in any year. Only 40% Women rely on properly funded
is ever reported to the police, but public services.
they still get a call every minute.
Defend the public sector.
One in 3 girls aged16-18 suffer
sexual harassment at school. A Stop the cuts and oppose ausquarter of girls aged 13-17 have terity. 
suffered physical violence from
boyfriends, a quarter sexual violence.

One in Five women
in the UK have been
raped or sexually
assaulted

FEMALE GENITAL
MUTILATION: A HUMAN
RIGHTS VIOLATION OF
GIRLS AND WOMEN
Laney Holland
Female genital mutilation (FGM),
also known as female circumcision
or female genital cutting, is defined by the World Health Organisation (WHO) as “all procedures
involving partial or total removal
of the external female genitalia or
other injury to the female genital
organs for non-medical reasons”.
The consequences can be devastating: girls can bleed to death
or pick up infections, and in the
longer term, women can suffer
from recurrent bladder infections,
cysts, infertility, childbirth complications, mental trauma and lack of
sexual desire.
In countries such as Sudan, Somalia and Egypt up to 98% of females have been mutilated, but
the practice happens in 28 countries in Africa and some countries
in Asia and the Middle East.
Traditionally, a young girl between
the ages of four to ten years old
(however, this can be later) is sent
back ‘home’ for an excisor or a cutter to perform this barbaric operation. However because it is more
expensive to go home, people are
pooling resources to bring a cutter from abroad to mutilate their
girls in the UK in groups. After the
school summer holidays September will see many girls newly cut
at the start of a new term.

Instances of FGM in the UK tend
to occur where large populations
of FGM-practising communities
live, for example London, Cardiff,
Manchester, Sheffield, Northampton, Birmingham, Oxford, Crawley, Reading, Slough and Milton
Keynes.
FGM has been illegal in England
and Wales since 1985, with the
law amended in 2003 to criminalise taking young girls abroad for
the practice. More than 66,000
women in England and Wales
have undergone FGM and more
than 24,000 girls under the age
of 15 are at risk. Whilst these statistics are now dated, hard facts
about how many girls are being cut, where and by whom, are
scarce. According to campaigners
successive governments, scared
of confronting so-called cultural
practices, have ignored the issue.
Furthermore, there have been no
prosecutions in the UK to date
and health and education have
been criticised for their lack of
knowledge and early intervention. However, hospitals have now
been instructed to keep data of
cases, that is of course if they have
knowledge and systems in place
to do so.
Although FGM puts women at a
marked disadvantage in society,
the practice is primarily perpetuated by women and passed down
from mother to daughter. This
is where it needs to stop, whilst
eradication is a long way ahead,
the pressure must continue so
that in another decade, it’s not just
articles and campaigners pushing
to no avail. 
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editors of books of articles by
feminist writers did seek out my
contributions and those of other
disabled women too. Now that intersectionality is beginning to be
understood, we disabled women
would do well to elucidate the differing experiences created by sexism in combination with the particular ways that ablism affects us
with our varying impairments.

showing how, in an extreme situation, it is the least useful way of
organising society.

In other words, ablism has had a
very particular impact on me as a
white, visibly physically disabled
girl and woman. As a child it made
me the target of physical and sexual abuse (happily not within my
family). As an adult the main impact was having been considered
pretty much asexual by the vast
majority of men and if not asexual,
then certainly not marriageable.
The impact on a black or lesbian
visibly disabled woman would
have been quite different and on
someone with invisible impairments, completely different again.

Women’s groups were set up in
nearly all the coalfields on strike,
and after some persuasion the
NUM agreed to the setting up of
a national organisation, Women
against Pit Closures (WAPC). This
organised a big London demonstration in support of the strike on
11 August 1984 with twenty-five
thousand working class women
and trade unionists marching.

Anyway, the strong representation of disabled women in Left
Unity is definitely related to age.
Most of us are old enough to have
lived through the era of developing feminism and it has given us
strength and belief in ourselves
and our ability to contribute to
society in general and politics in
particular. Expect more!! 

“WHAT’S WRONG WITH
YOU?” WOMEN AND
DISABILITY
Merry Cross

reading about the sexism in language used about women. I had
become used to people asking
what was ‘wrong’ with me, referring to my ‘bad’ leg, and up to that
moment I hadn’t been able to put
my finger on what was so problematic about that. It prompted
me to write in to Spare Rib, suggesting that disabled people were
also an oppressed group – a letter
they duly published.

It won’t surprise feminists that
women have played a key part in
the formation of Left Unity. It may
surprise many, though, to know
how many disabled women have
been involved, both in key posiAfter that there was no stopping
tions and atme and of
tending the
course I was
founding connot the only
ference. And
one involved
much is owed
in
building
to feminism
both the disafor this.
bled people’s
movement
Reading femiand the women’s
movenist books and
ment. Whilst
magazines,
the women’s
like Spare Rib,
movement
was
not
good at workallowed many of us to wake up to
the political nature of the position ing in an intersectional way in
of disabled people in society. Per- those days (actually the concept
sonally, the penny dropped when had not yet come into existence)

It may surprise many
to know how many
disabled women have
been involved... and
much is owed to
feminism for this

WHAT THE WOMEN DID
Jane Kelly

Women also went on picket lines
with the men, organised solidarity
and fundraising, went on demos
and travelled to Greenham Common, to visit the women campaigning against Cruise missiles in
Britain.

One of the most remarkable things
women achieved was going on
speaking tours all over Britain and
Europe. Many had never spoken
in public before, many had never
been abroad, yet they travelled
to all sorts of places, staying with
supporters and meeting many
people who became long-term
friends.
Overturning the view that women
were first wives and mothers, that
they could be relied upon by the
bosses to persuade their men to
return to work to keep the food on
the table, these women, many of
them with paid jobs of their own,
turned the tables. Instead of playing the role expected, they kept
the strike going as long as it did,
as some miners recognised.

It is thirty years since the 1984-5
All these events meant that their
Miners’ Strike in Britain but we can
relationship to the family changed.
still celebrate the amazing things
No longer tied to home and work,
women in the mining communimeeting many new people, their
ties and beyond achieved. Few of
lives broadened out and gave
them identified as feminists at the
them a glimpse of how a differstart, but the role they played as
ent society could transform their
women in supporting the strike
lives. Some
was an educaof the womtion in the ef- No longer tied to home and
en from the
fectiveness and
Kent WAPC
life - changing work, meeting many new
explained to
experience of people, their lives broadened
me how they
working
towere really
gether as wom- out and gave them a glimpse
sorry when
en.
the strike was
of how a different society
called off, not
As soon as the
only because
strike started could transform their lives.
it meant they
women set up
were defeated, but especially becollective kitchens to feed striking
cause they had enjoyed themminers and their families. It was a
selves so much they did not want
positive way of overcoming the
to return to normality! 
isolation of the nuclear family

Founded in November 2013, Left Unity is a new political party of the Left, with feminism,
socialism and environmentalism at its heart. It’s a party that supports the struggles and campaigns of ordinary people, for public services, for equality, and for real democracy.
Politics can be different.
Get involved at leftunity.org
Facebook: The 14th November Movement - for left unity / Twitter: @LeftUnityUK
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